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[Dance with me]
She's just simply just a concept
Baby you don't know how much I can get
An when you speak you speak of sex there's nothing
left I have to lose now
You've been looking for something something to make
a new connection with earning a good thing
An I've been waiting for someone someone to break
the repetition with the sindrid sorrow

It's in the way she moves across the floor
An the way she keeps me waiting for
For what I can't recall
Now I'm standing on the edge of broken confidence
An this will be the thing that makes it right

She was simply just a concept
Simply just a concept
Simply just a concept baby come on
She was simply just a concept baby you don't know how
much I regret
An when you think you think of sex
I've lost almost everything now
You've been looking for something something
To make a new connection with fixing a lost thing
An I've been waiting for someone someone to break
the repetition with a sindrid song

It's in the way she moves across the floor
An the way she keeps me waiting for
For what I can't recall
Now I'm standing on the edge of broken confidence
An this will be the thing that makes it right

We're going through the process now
But will we settle down
I'm keeping up with the others
We're going through the process now
But will we settle down
I'm keeping up with the others

It's in the way she moves across the floor
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An the way she keeps me wanting more
But now I still recall
When we were so selfish an we kept on dancing tonight
tonight tonight tonight
An this will change everything that made us right
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